Remote participation details
ccNSO related meetings in Helsinki

**Monday 27/06:**

**TLD OPS Standing Committee**
8:00-9:15 local
- Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3)
  Conference ID: 5258 – two-way audio available

**SOP Working Group**
9:15-10:30 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3)

**ccNSO Council Preparatory meeting**
11:15-12:00 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3)

**ccNSO Guidelines Review Committee**
13:30-15:00 local
- Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda3)

**Tech Day part 1**
13:30-15:00 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)

**Tech Day part 2**
15:15-18:30 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)

**Tuesday 28/06**

**Members Meeting Day 1**
8:30-16:45 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)

**Cross Community Operational Planning Session**
17:00-18:00 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)

**Wednesday 29/06**

**Members Meeting Day 2**
9:00-15:00 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)

**Cross-Community Session: Country and Other Geographic Names Forum**
15:15-16:45 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-helsinkihall](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-helsinkihall)

**Thursday 30/06**

**Council Meeting**
10:45-12:00 local
Adobe Connect [https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2](https://icann.adobeconnect.com/hel56-veranda2)